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PAGE ONE

This first page is a straight six-paneler. It’s early autumn, just after the first cold snap. People have started wearing jumpers, tights, and thick coats again. The leaves are starting to pile up at the bottom of their trees. There’s a little bit of wind, which makes it just cold enough to want to hold your sweetie that little bit closer.

Panels One and Two should have one continuous background, divided by a thin gutter. This should create the illusion of slow movement through a static landscape, as well as establishing that the story is taking place on the same small bit of road. I cut a page out of the original plot, which established that the story takes place just a few hundred yards from a city hospital (e.g.: Addenbrookes, the Manchester Royal Infirmary), but I don’t think that’s going to affect the story.

Panel One

Two young people, MIKE and HELEN, are strolling leisurely down the street, past the shops. Mike is a tallish man, with unfashionably round glasses and a nervous manner. Helen is noticeably smaller, and wears a nurse’s uniform under a calf-length coat. Helen has her right arm hooked around Mike’s elbow, and is looking up into his eyes, a puckish smile on her face. Mike, on the other hand, is studying his shoes. He can’t meet her gaze as they walk.

1. HELEN:	Mike, you sounded so serious on the phone. What’s the matter?
2. MIKE:	Well, I’ve been doing a lot of mental bookkeeping, lately, and--

Panel Two

Helen pokes Mike playfully in the ribs, and smiles at an elderly couple, walking past them on their way to collect their pension.

3. HELEN:	Hee. Typical accountant.
4. MIKE:	Ow – Heh.

Panel Three

Rubbing his ribs, Mike laughs weakly. 

5. MIKE:	Anyway, I’ve been doing a lot of thinking, about life, and you and me, and - -
6. VOICE (off-panel):	Arthur!


Panel Four

Mike and Helen spin around, and see - -

7. HELEN:	Oh, no…

Panel Five

The OLD LADY is on the ground, cradling her husband, who has collapsed, suddenly.

8. OLD LADY:	Oh, somebody, help me!

Panel Six

The nurse dashes off-panel, leaving Mike to call an ambulance…

9. HELEN:	Call an ambulance!






























PAGE TWO

Seven panels. Note that Helen goes from being quite playful on Page One to All Business, here. She’s not Wonder Woman, but she is a professional. She’s calm and composed.

Make as much of the cold or the wind as you can, on this page: of all the ways to die, feeling your heart give out on a cold city street, miles from home, your wife shaking with terror beside you, has to be a bad one. Then again, there are no good ways to die…

Panel One

Helen checks the old man’s pulse, while the old lady tugs at his sleeve. Mike phones for an ambulance in the rear of the shot.

1. OLD LADY:		Oh Arthur…
2. HELEN (sotto voce):	There’s no pulse…he’s not breathing…

Panel Two

Walking over to stand by Helen, Mike flips his phone closed.

3. MIKE:	The Ambulance is on its way.
4. HELEN:	Come and help me! He’s having a heart attack!

Panel Three

Mike kneels down by the old lady, on the opposite side to Helen, who’s loosening the old man’s shirt.

5. MIKE:	What do I do?
6. HELEN:	Do you know CPR?
7. MIKE:	No!
8. HELEN:	Then take care of his wife, while I try to resuscitate him!

Panel Four

Mike puts his arm around the terrified old woman. She grabs onto Mike’s hand, while still holding on to her husband.

9. OLD LADY:	Oh, please, God, don’t let him die!
10. MIKE:		It’ll be alright. She’s a nurse.




Panel Five

Helen starts giving the old man CPR: First she blows into his mouth - -

NO COPY

Panel Six

- - then she starts doing chest compressions. She concentrates hard, almost willing life back into the old man.

NO COPY

Panel Seven

Pull the camera out to show Mike and the old woman looking on – the tearful old woman moves closer to Mike, and he pulls her a bit tighter – while Helen does more chest compressions.

11. OLD LADY (sotto):	…please…



























PAGE THREE

Eight panels. This page is a little busy, perhaps, but it’ll be worth it to get the last three panels in. In the last three panels, Mike and Helen come together and (almost) kiss. So, as they move closer together, I’d like you to zoom in, until, in the final panel, their lips are mere centimetres apart, and we are mere inches from them. If that makes sense. Either way, this should be that point in the story where even the butchest of men sheds a manly tear.

Panel One

From above: the OLD MAN’s eyes blink open, and he starts breathing again.

1. OLD MAN (weakly):	ahhhh…

Panel Two

The old lady, her face streaked with tears and her eyes bright with relief, clasps her husband’s hand in hers, while Helen checks his pulse. An ambulance pulls up.

2. OLD LADY:		Oh, Arthur!
3. OLD MAN (weakly):	Dulcie…what happened?
4. HELEN (sotto):		Pulse is back. A bit weak, but it’s back.

Panel Three

Two PARAMEDICS rush over to check on the old man. HELEN gets out of their way; Mike helps her to her feet.

5. PARAMEDIC 1:	It’s okay: we’ll take over, now.
6. PARAMEDIC 2:	Now that all the hard work’s been done!
7. MIKE:		Helen, that was amazing!

Panel Four

The nurse, all business a moment earlier, returns to playful mode, and demurs under the exuberant praise.

8. HELEN:	Don’t be daft! I was just doing my job.
9. MIKE:	But you saved that man’s life! You’re amazing! I love you!

Panel Five

Helen stands back in amazement.

10. HELEN:	You what?


Panel Six

Helen studies him carefully. Mike finds that he can’t meet her gaze.

11. MIKE:	Well, that’s what I wanted to tell you. I’ve been thinking about you and me and…Helen. I love you.

Panel Seven

Helen moves a little closer to Mike, and puts a finger to his lips, as he begins to witter.

12. MIKE:	I’ve felt like this for ages, but there’s never been a good ti - - 
13. HELEN:	Sshh. It’s alright, you big dope…

Panel Eight

Helen pulls Mike down, to kiss him. Just before their lips touch, she says:

14. HELEN(sotto):	I love you too…

END
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